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Anti-Semitic Intellectuals in Fascist Italy: Promoting "Spiritual Racism;"
1938-1945
Peter taudenmaier
The history of European anti-Semiti m on the eve of the Holocau t is
ometimes depicted a a traightforward narrative of incr a in gly biologi
cal form of racial ideo logy culminating in N azi ex termin ation policy. A
useful as this hi torical con truce can be, ic tend co ob cure equally im
portant but neglected dimen i n of ami - mitic thought in che first half
of the twentieth century. This chapter examine one of the le typically
studied facet of chi history: che emergence of an unconventional and
virulent form of ant i- emit i m in the lacer cage of Italian Fasci m called
"spiritual raci m" by it proponents. Directed against the "Jewish spirit"
that uppo edly pervaded modern life, this spec ie of anti- emitic thought
presented itself a respectably We tern and scientific while incorporating
putatively Eastern pirirual tradition into it framework. Advocate of
spiritual racis m drew . electively on South Asian sources refracted through
an oriencalisc Jen . It Italian variant revolved around an esoteric contra t
between "Semitic" and "Aryan" value and in voked ancient Roman ties to
the Mediterranean and Middle Ea tern world . By linking biological and
spiritual a peers of ant i- emitic animu , piritual racism formed an unusu
ally potent worldview during the a cendency of Fa ci m. 1
When Benito Mu olini (1883-1945) came to power in 1922, the Fas
cist movem ent lacked an an ti - emicic program. Italy's small Jewish com
munity was highly assimilated and general ly respected, while Mussolini's
racial views were incon si tent. Jews were welcome as members of the
Fascist party, and seve ral of chem achieved high positions in the regime.
Bue there wa a vociferously ant i-Semitic fringe co Italian Fascism from
the beginnin g. Its most voluble spo kesman was journalise Giovanni Prezi
osi, a defrocked priest who published the journal L1 Vita ltaliana and wa
the chief promoter of the "Protocols of the Elders of Zion" in Italy. Based
on this notorious anti-Semitic forgery, Preziosi (1881-1945) developed an
elabo rate conspiraci t co mo logy centered on J ews as the prime carriers of
modern decadence. He claimed that J ews, aided by che freemasons, pread
democracy, plutocracy, and Bolshevism through covert means.2 Preziosi's
1 Like many other hi torians of anti-Jewish thought, I reject the spelling "anti
Semitism» and instead normaUy use "antisemitism." The concern in part is that the
term "anti-Semitism" can reinforce anti-Jewish tereotypes by sugge ting that there
really is a " emitism" which anti-Semites oppose. This distinction is particularly
important in translatin g from Italian and German sou rces, which do not hyphenate the
term . After con ultation with the editor of this volume, however, I have agreed ro
adapt my u age here to fit the book as a whole.
2 Giovanni
Prezio i, Giudaismo Bolscevisrno Plucocrazia Massoneria (Milan:
Mondadori, 194 1). Preziosi's ongoing obsession with such conspiracies is amply doc-
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publications preached an anti- emitic me sage throughout the early Fas
cist era, and his journal "had a great intellectual impact in the 1920s." 3
With the establishment of the Rome-Berlin Axis in 1936, Italian Fa cism began to hift toward the anti-Semitic faction. The emerging alliance
with azi Germany provided a crucial opening for the circle aro und Pre
ziosi, who spelled out the ba ic element of an anti-Jewi h program in
1937. 4 A year later the Fasci t regime officially adopted an anti- emitic
policy with the publication of a "Manife to of Race" and the promulga
tion of a new eries of racial law aimed against Italy's Jew . From 1938
onward, racial anti-Semitism became a hallmark of Fa ci c ideology and
practice.5
For exponents of piritual racism, the increa ing proximity between
the official Italian line and
azi policie repre ented a double-edged
sword. Preziosi had praised Hider in hi journal as early a 1930, and his
fellow spiritual racists found much to admire in Nazism even before Hit
ler came to power. 6 But they al o engaged in polemical debates with Nazi
versions of racist theory in the mid-1930 , and were keen to differentiate
their own form of racism from German models: "the delineation of a
peculiarly 'Italian' brand of racial thought, which conceived of race as a
mostly cultural and spiritual construct, became a poin t of pride for fas-

umented in Archivio Centralc dcllo Stato, Rome (hereafter ACS), Repubblica Sociale
ltaliana, Segreteria Particolare de! Duce, Carteggio Riservato, busta 48, fascicolo 550.
For background see Giorgio Fabre, Mussolini Razzisra: Dal socialismo al fascismo: la
formazione di un anti emica (M ilano: Garzanci, 2005); Romano Canosa, A caccia di
ebrei: Mussoli111; Preziosi e l'antisemicismo fascism (Milan: Mondadori, 2006); M aria
Teresa Pichetto, "Le radici ideologiche e culturali dcll'ancisemitismo di Giovanni Pre
ziosi," in Giovanni Preziosi e la questione della razza in Imk1, ed. Luigi Parente, Fabio
Gentile, Rosa Maria Grillo (Soveria Manne lli: Rubbetcino, 2005), 21-45.
1 Elisabetta Cassina Wolff, "Biological Racism and Antisemitism as Intellectual
Constructions in Italian Fa ci m," in Racial Science in Hicler's New Europe, 1938/945, ed. Anton Weiss-Wendt and Rory Yeomans (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2013), 175-199, quote on 177.
' Giovanni Preziosi, "Dieci punti fondamentali de! problema ebraico," La Vira Jrah:111a
(August 15, 1937), 210-211.
5 Aaron Gillette, "The Origin of the 'Manifesto of Racial Scientists'," Journal of
Modem Iralian Studies 6 (2001), 305-323; Alessandra Minerbi, "La persecuzione degli
ebrei in Italia, 1938-1943,n in Daile leggi anuebraiche aUa Shoah: Serte anni di sroria
iraliana 1938-/945, ed. Valeria Galimi (Milan: Skira, 2004), 29-41; Riccardo Bonavita,
Gianluca Gabrielli, and Rossella Ropa, "Razzismo fascista," in L'offesa de/la razza:
Razzismo e antisemiri mo dell'Jca/1;1 fascisra, ed. Riccardo Bonavita, Gian luca Gabrielli,
and Rossella Ropa (Bologna: Patron, 2005), 13-44; Giorgio I rael, ull documento JI
f.1sci mo e iproblemi de/la ra.zz,1 del luglio 1938," Rassegna men ile di Israel 73 (2007),
103-118; Carlo De Maria, "Amministrare ii razzism<J'; La persecuzione antiebraica in
Italia," Sroric,1 14 (2008), 115-144.
6 Giovanni Preziosi, uHidert La Vira ltah:1n,1 (September 1930), 209-213; Alberto
Luchini, "Posizioni e incerpretazioni dell'intelligenza nazionalsociali ta," Cririca
F.1scism 10 (1932), 345-347.
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cist who wi hed co assert their autonomy within the Axis alli ance." 7
Their concern was to defend th e "originality of Italian raci m." 8 Thi
yielded a concradictory tance toward Nazi raci m a part of an effort to
define a pecifically Italian racist viewpoint that could undergird the Fas
cist anti-Semitic campaign.
Preziosi wa primarily a publici t rather than a theorist, and he de
pended on more systematic thinker to elaborate the principle of piritu
al raci m. Foremost among these wa Juliu Evola (1898- I 974 ), a celebrat
ed author in esoteric circle today. Evola wa one of Preziosi' chief col
laborators in di eminating the "Protocol of the Elders of Zion" and
staked out a forceful and detailed anci-Semitic position lon g before it wa
officially sanctioned. He quickly became "a key figure in Fascist racism." 9
From 1932 onward he wa a chief contributor to the journal La obilta
de/la Srirpe, an early platform for piritual racism, and he publi hed ag
gressively anti-Semitic articles in a variety of venues throughout the dec
ade. In 1936 he declared the Jew re pon ible for "the decadence of the
modern world." 10 He publi hed a comprehensive analysi of " the Jewish
problem" the same year, emphasizing the virtues of a spiritual form of
anti-Semitism. 11 A subsequent work explicating the tenet of racism
warned against the "the international Jewish con piracy." 12 Writing to the
Minister of Popular Culture in 1937, Evola boasted that he had been try-

Ruth Ben-Ghiat, J,~1scist Modernities: Italy, 1922-1945 (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2004), 153.
R Leo ni Franzi, "Originalita del razzismo italiano," Dourina Fasci ta (May 1939), I 66171.
9 O lindo De Napoli, "Come na ce una ri vista giuridica antisemita: Tradizionalismo e
razzismo nell'azione di Stefano Mario C utelli," Le Carce e la Storia 17 (2012) 98-116,
quote on 107. There is an extensive literature on Evola' racism; compare Francesco
Germinario, R.1zz,1 def s,wgue, r:izza de/Jo spirito: Julius Evola, l 'antisemicismo e ii
nazionalsoc1:1Ji mo, 1930-43 (Turin: Bollati Boringhieri, 2001); Aaron G illette, Racial
Theories in F.7. c1:ff lt.1/y (New York : Routl edge, 2002) , 154-75; Gianni Scipione Rossi,
II razzisca tocalicario: Evola e !.1 leggend,1 del/',wtisemitismo spiriwale (Soveria
Mannelli: Rubbettino, 2007); Giovanni Rota, "Un filosofo razzista: Julius Evola" in
Jnrellerwah; dittawra, razzismo di stato (Milan: Franco Angeli, 2008), 5 1-9 1;
France co Cassata, "L1 Difes,1 def/a razza'~· Politica, ideologia e immagine def razzi mo
[1sc1sta (Turin: Eina udi, 2008), 76-103; Paul Furlong, Social and Political Thought of
Juliu Evola (London: Routledge, 2011 ), 113-133. Furlong concludes that racism tood
uac the core of Evola's philosophy." (40)
10 Julius Evola, "La guerra occulta: Ebrei i massoni alla conqui ta del mondo," La Vim
ftaliana (D ecember 1936), 645-655. See also Evola, "Gli ebrei in Italia e i1 vero
problem,1 ebraico" L1 Vit.1 ftaliana Qune 1937), 659-668.
11 Julius Evola, Tre ,1speffi def problema ebraico (Rome: Edizioni Mediterranee, 1936).
The longest of the th ree sections in the 64 page booklet is the first, "II problema
ebraico nel mond o spirituale," 11-31.
12 Julius Evola, "Razzismo e antisemitismo," in If miro de/ sangue (Milan: Hoepli,
1937), 203-218.
7
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ing for more than ten year "to give an anti-Semitic orientation to Fa cist
spiritualicy." 13
Evola and Preziosi both worked with the "School of Fa ci t Mysti
ci m" established in Milan .in 1930. Dedicated to training a new generation
of Fascist leaders in a heroic mythology a acred mis ion co renew civili
zation, the School of Fasci t Mysticism emphasized "the life of the pirit"
a a central focu of the new Italy. It monthly journal, Doccrina Fa cisca,
celebrated azi m from it earliest issue . With the official turn to a racist
policy in 1938, the School made "the Jewi h problem" a principal concern
and initiated a erie of cour es on racial education. In a 1939 pamphlet
titled Why We Are Anci emite , the founder and leade r of the School of
Fasci t Mysticism declared that "spiritual ant i-Semi ti m is a duty of every
Italian.'' Jews, he explained, were the "common denominator" behind all
the things that Fascism opposed: democracy, sociali m, plutocracy, Bol
shevism, rationalism, liberali m, intellectuali m, individualism, atheism,
internationalism, and above all materialism. 14
In 1940 the School of Fa cist Mysticism sponsored a contest for the
best new publication on Fascist racial thought, with the goa l of exploring
the spiritual aspect of racism without ignoring the biological aspect . The
winning volume, on the Mysticism of F1sc1st RaCJsm, denounced the
"ruinous influence of Judaism" and exhorted Italians to defend themselves
against "Jewish contamination." 15 Aside from the winning tide, there were
more than two dozen other entrie in the contest, an indication of the
widening popularity of spiritual race discourse under Fa cist auspices. A
veritable flood of such texts appeared after 1938.
Many of these publications promoted "spiritual " forms of racism as a
vague alternative to "materialist" approache to race. One book tided
&ce and Fascism offered the bland pronouncement: "O ur racism is spir
itual. It is the polar opposite of materialist racism.'' Another proclaimed
that "the race problem is above all a spiritual problem.'' 16 These platitudes
matched the official stance of the regime. The April 1940 "Race Exhibit"
in Rome, sponsored by the Mini try of Education, announced:
The ri e of Fascism has opened a new era of greatness for the Italian
people, a greatness wh ich find its truest expres ion not on ly in the
IJ September 1937 letter from ·vola ro Dino Alfieri quoted in Dana Lloyd Thomas,
Julius Evola e la tentazione razzisca (Brindisi: Giordano, 2006), 144.
u iccolo Giani, Perche siamo ancisemiti (Milan: Scuola di mi tica fascista, 1939), 41,
10. The pamphlet draws on Evola's work, cites the "Protoco ls of the Elders of Zion"
frequently, and endo rses Hi.tier's Mein Kampf
15 Enzo Leoni, Mistica de/ razzismo fascist,1 (Milan: Scuola di Mistica Fa ci ta, 1941 ),
11 99. See also Julius Evola, "Sul concerto di Mistica Fa cista e sui rapporti con la
dottrina della razza," Dottrina FasCJsta (March 1940), 555-556; 'Arthos' (Evola), "Sul
significato razziale delta mistica fascista," L1 Vita ftah;wa (April 1940), 397-405.
16 Giuseppe Maggiore, R azza c fasc,smo (Palermo: Agate, 1939), 95; Robeno Volpe,
Problema dell,1 razza e problemi de/lo spirito (Salerno: Di Giacomo, 1939), 6.
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phy ical renewal of the race, but above all in the spiritua l trcngthcning
of the r:ice. Under rhc guidance of the Duce, the race is recu rnin g to its
role as ch e center from whic h a new civilizarion and a new ocial organi
zation hinc forrh. 17

imilar themes appeared in mi ives ent t Mussolini by Fa cist ant i
Semites. One of them, writing in lace 1938, championed "Italian spiritua li
ty" against the "degeneration cau ed by Jewish influence." 18 Countle s
article in rhe Fa ci t pre argued that biological and spiritual racism were
compatible and mutually requ .ired one anoth er. 19
Th e group of thinker aroun d Preziosi and Evola went much further
than this. They argued char merely biological raci m wa in ufficient; the
piritual component of raci m wa paramount, becau e 'it is spirit char
bring value to race." The Jews, they warned, were fighting an "occult war"
again t all pi ritual value , with "materialism" a their weapon. 20 The e
author frequ ently cited azi leader like Hitler and Heinrich Himmler
(1900-1945) a authoritie . r the ame time, however they insisted on
"the necessity of an Italian racism" and objected strenuously to the sug
gestion chat they were impl y imitatin g their Nazi colleague . Indeed for
Evola and hi s as ociates, azi anti- emitism wa often coo plebian and
materiali tic, unaccuned to the all-important piritual dimension of the
"Jewish problem ." Evola di tinguished three levels of racial consciousness:
body, soul, and sp irit, in a cending order. The spirit took precedence over
the body. Thi was a racism that cal led for both " pirirual and biological
purity." 21
There were azi racial theorists who hared sim ilar views. One of the
more prolific was Ludwig Ferdinand Clauss (1892-1974), whose work
centered on the notion of a "racial ou l."22 Clauss saw his task as "un
masking and repell ing world J ewry."23 Spiritual conceptions of race were
no Jes lethal than their biological co unterparts. In 1943 an official in th e
ACS Presidenza de l onsiglio dci Ministri ( 1937-39) 14/ 1/8 147.
ACS SPD / CR 480/ R b. 146 f. 40 l.
" For rep.resentativc example see Giuseppe Omarini, "Spirito e materiale nel
razzismo," L1 Nobilt,1 de/1,1 St1'rpe (February 1939), 1-3; Pasquale Pennisi, "Appunti
per la dottrina fascisca della razza," Gerarchia Quly 1942), 286-289.
20 Salvatore De Manino, Lo Sp1rito e la & zza (Rome: Signorelli, 1940), 199, 88. In
addition to repeated refe rences to Evola and Preziosi, the book invokes the "Protocols
of the Elders of Zion" and quotes Mein Kampf at length.
21 Stefano Cutelli, ''Rivolta contro ii mondo moderno," La Nobilt:i della Sn'rpe (March
1934), 69-78, quote on 73.
22 Ludwig Ferdinand ClauB, R..1s e und Seele (Munich: Lehmann, 1926); ClauB, Von
Seele und Anrlitz der Rassen und Volker (Munich: Lehman n, 1929); ClauB, Die
nordische l'ele: Eine Einfuhrung in die Rassenseelenkunde (M unich: Lehmann, 1934).
Clauss fe ll ou t of favor after 1942 due to conflicts with rival azi race theorists,
though he continued to work with the S.
ll Ludwig Ferdinand ClauB to Rudolf Brandt, Per onlicher Stab Reichsflih rer-SS,
February I 8, 1944, Bunde archiv Ber.I in (he reafter BA) NS19/1260, 52.
17
18
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S Office of Race and Settlement wrote to hi uperior explaining the
crucial importance of "the search for the racial soul":
Like Clauss, I take the view rhat even with th complete anni
hilation of the J ew in E urope, and eve ntuall y perhap in the
whole world, we will till be a long way from cxrcrmin aring
spiriruaJ Jewi hness, which confronts u at every turn. 21

Italian proponents of spiritual racism gave their own accent co this apoca
lyptic vision. They ca t Jew not ju t as racially foreign but a "in idious,
poisonous, and dangerous," a dire threat to the "spi ritu al conservation of
our race." 25 Evola and his fellows cited Clauss's work regularly.
A variety of authors belonged to the core group of spiritual racists in
Fascist Italy, many of them proteges of Prezio i or Evola. They included
figures like Roberto Pavese and Piero Pellicano, who combined enthusi
asm for Nazi racial measures with extravagant con piracy theories about
ominous "occult powers" and their Jewish minion .26 ome of them had
literary and artistic preten ions, such as Ettore Martinoli (1895-1958),
who published lyric poetry alongside anti-Semitic creeds, and Aniceto
del Massa (1898-1975), an art critic involved in avant-garde circles in
Florence. 27 Others, like Alberto Luchini, ecured pivotal positions in the
Fascist racial apparatus, or published numerous articles on race in the
Fascist press, like Massimo Scaligero. 28

Bruno Beger to Rudolf Brandt, Personlicher Scab Reichsfi.ihrer-SS, April 13, 1943,
BA NSl9/ 1260, 5.
15 Oreste
eri, fl valore ;pirituale de/la difesa de/la razza (Reggio di Calabria: Filocamo,
1939), 31.
16 Roberto Pavese, "II mico del sangue,U la Nob,1t/i dell1 cirpe (August 1937), 90- l03;
Pavese, "Linee generali del problema della razza," Tempo di Mussolini Augu t 1942,
uova, 1943); Piero
1265-1269; Pavese, Gli idoli d'Israele (Cremona: Cremona
Pellicano, II problema politico de/le pocenze occulce (Rome: Signorelli, I 937);
Pellicano, Ecco 11 diavolo: Israele! (Milan: Baldono & Castoldi, 1938); Pellicano, "La
chiave di volta dell'ebraismo," in Gli ebrei hwno voluro 1.1 Guerra, ed. Alberto Luchini
(Rome 1942), 29-34.
.
27 Ettore Martinoli, Liriche e canti (Trieste: Trani, 1940); Martinoli, "Gli impulsi storici
della nuova Europa e l'azione dell'ebraismo internazionale," La Vica Icaliana (April
1943), 355-364; Aniceto del Ma a, "Considerazioni sull'arte e sulla razza," Re~ime
Fasci ca (March 22, 1942), 3; Del Massa, "Preme se per una concezione spiritualista de]
razzismo," in Razzismo Ebrai mo (Verona: Mondadori, 1944), 47-53.
18 See among many others Massimo caligero, "Razza e spiritualita di Roma," Regime
Fasci ta (December 15, 1938), 3; Scaligero, "Tradizione e razze occidentali," II R esco
de/ Carlino (February 8, 1939), 3; Scaligero, "Spirito e corpo della razza," Regime
FasciSC,7 (November 15, 1939), 3; Scaligero, "Per la conoscenza del genio razziale," La
vfo Icaliana (September 1940), 265-270; Scaligero, "Motivi originari e perenni de!
razzismo romano," Auguscea (September I, 1941), 15-18; Scaligero, "D alla razza di
Roma alla razza italiana," L1 D1fes.1 dell1 Razza (September 20, 1941 ), 13-15; Scaligero,
"Coscienza di essere razza," Roma F.1sc1'sca Uanuary 22, 1942), 3; Scaligero,
"Continuita storica della razza italiana," L1 D,fesa dell.1 Razza (Apri.l 20, I 942), 15-16;
N
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What these writers hared was an abiding interest in esoteric piriruality
and its ostensible racial sign ifi cance. Thi perspective distingui hed chem
both from commo n ill-defined invocations of "spiritual" race di cour e, a
well as from the more narrowly biological orientation of contending
schools of Fascist racial theory. Such distinction made a difference to the
vagaries of Italian policy as Mu olini's own racial views "frequently o ciliated between biologism and spiritualism. "29 In the effort co define their
own profile and contra t their approach to rival faction of raci t thought,
piritual raci t drew ignificancly on two line of transnational influence:
affinitie with minority currents in Nazi race theory, and the lon gsta nding
tradition of e oceric appropriation of purportedly Eastern pirirual phi
losophies.
Much of the material publi hed by committed spiritual raci t , par
ticularly Evola and Scaligero, borrowed heavily from the nineteenth
century worldview of Theo ophy, an e oteric movement founded by Ru sian noblewoman Helena Blavatsky (1831 -1 891) in ew York City in
1875. Theo ophy posited a grand panorama of co mic- piricual evolution
extending over millennia and structured along racial line , with succes ive
ly "higher" racial forms advancing while "lowe r" races degenerated toward
extinction as "a Karmic necessity." 3° Claiming inspiration from South
Asian sources, Blavatsky and her followers promoted an esoteric variant
of the Aryan myth, postulating an ancient racial bond joining Indians and
European . The Aryan race, according co Theosophical doctrine, arose on
the lo t continent of Atlantis and represented "the apex of physical and
intellectual evolution," in stark contrast to "the lowest races of men" such
as non-European indigenou peoples. 31 Theosophical texts pointedly jux
taposed Aryan spiriruality co Jewish materia li m, characterizing the J ews
as an "unspiritual people" who systematically degraded sacred traditions.
Judaism was "a religion of hate and malice toward everyone and every
thing outside of itself. "32
Ideas like these found a welcome reception among Italian spiriru al
racists, who adopted the fundamental dichocomy between "Aryan" an d

Scaligero, "Scienza dello Spirito contro sovversivismo occulto," La ¼'ca ftaliana (March
I 943), 256-260.
19 Giorgio Israel and Pietro
a ta i, cienw e razz,1 nell'Icalia fascista (Bologna: II
Mulino, 1998), 315.
30 Helena P. Blavatsky, The
ecret Doctni1e: The Synthesis of Science, Religion, and
Philosophy (London: Theo ophical Publishing Company, 1888), vol. 2, 825. For
background cf. Gauri Viswanachan, "Conversion, Theosophy, and Race Theory/ i.n
Outside the Fold· Convel'. ion, 1Wodernicy, and Belief (Princeton: Princeton U niver ity
Press, 1998), 177-207; Colin Kidd, "Theosophy," in The Forging of Races: Race and
Scripture in the Procesrnnt At/;intic World, 1600-2000 (Cambridge: Cambridge
Universiry Pre s, 2006), 237-246.
31 Blavatsky, Secret Doctrine, vol. 2, 209.
JZ Ibid., 494.
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"Semitic" peoples along with mythical tale about the racial heritage of
Adami . Evola employed Theosophical race nomenclature, and hi di ci
ple Scaligero made especially copious u e of it, giving referen ce co Atlan
tis a central place his work. 33 Scaligero, del Massa and Martinoli combined
these themes with terminology drawn from Anthropo ophy a German
offshoot of Theosophy founded by Austrian-born e oteric teacher Rudolf
Steiner (1861-1925). Martinoli, a lon gtime Fa ci t militant and co-founder
of the Anrhroposophical Society in Italy, touted "the perfect corre pond
ence between Steiner's thought and che fundamental tendencie of Fa cism and acional Socialism," declaring chat "Rudolf Steiner was a true
ideal precursor of the new Europe of Mu olini and Hicler." 34 Spiritual
racists also cited Dutch-German occult author Herman Wirch, who traced
che Nordic race to Atlantis, along with nineteenth -century racial thinker
like Arthur de Gobineau who helped popularize the Aryan myth.
Allegedly Eastern teachings were fashionable among Fascist race the
orists. They used Sanskrit terms and described ancient India as "the oldest
racist society" in the world. 35 Evola's philosophy incorporated substantial
elements from Hinduism and Buddhism. At time India assumed a statu s
both mystical and immediately political. In a 1941 pamphlet encouraging
Indian nationalises co side with the Axi , Scaligero claimed that Jewish
influence over British policy threatened "the heroic principles of the au
thentic Aryan tradition." 36 A final mythic component, essential to Italian
spiritual racism, was the pedigree of ancient Rome and its imperial power,
which Fascism aimed to revive in a new Mediterranean empire. For advo
cates of spiritual racism, the primeval "race of Rome" had again come into
its own under Fascist leadership.
Even at the outset of Mu solini's racial campaign, piritual racists ex
pressed impatience wich the pace of developments. What they demanded
was a "totalitarian racism " that would confront the "Jewish danger" in its
n See e.g. Mas imo Scaligero, "II mistero della razza adantica," Regime Fascista
ovember 20, 1938), 3, which features references to Atlantis, Thule, the Aryan race,
the Grail, the ancient Egyptians, cran iomctry, the "superior and original white race" as
the "divine solar race," and so forth. On the broad resonance of Theo ophicaI and
Anthroposophical ideas in Italy ee the fine overview by Marco Pasi, "Theo ophy and
Amhroposophy in Italy during the First Half of the Twentieth Century,"
Theosophical Hiscory 16, 2 (2012), 81-119.
3' Ettore Martinoli, "Un preannunziatore della nuova Europa: Rudolf Steiner," L1 Vita
ltaliana Gune 1943), 555-566. On the Anthropo ophist movement in Fa ci t Italy see
Peter Staudenmaier, Becween Occultism and N.1zism: Anchropo ophy ,wd rhe Politics
of Race in the Fa cist Era (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 248-318.
3' Asvero Gravelli, "La piu anrica sociera razzisric,1 e ii moderno concetco di gerarchia,"
Antieuropa (March 1934), 323-334; Giulio Cogni, JI Razzismo (Milan: Bocca, 1937).
Cogni translated the Bhagavad Gita and texts on Buddhism into Italian, as well as
works by Nietzsche, Novalis, and Housto n Stewart Chamberlain.
36 Massimo Scaligero, L 'India conrro l 'Inghifterra (Bologna: II Resto de! Carlino, 1941),
12.
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full breadth and recognize the true anti th esis between the J ewish and
Aryan spirit. 37 Becau e race wa "meta biological," more t han just physical
methods were required to ward off the threat of J ewish contamination. 38
piritual racism called for an all-perva ive anti-Semiti m that tran cended
materialism and went beyond mere biology. Biological raci m wa a neces
sary starting point, but inadequate on it own; it needed to be expanded
and completed by piritual raci m in order to create a genuine racial aris
tocracy. The spiritual dim en ion must be at the center of "every racial
doctrine and any seriou raci m. " 39
Scaligero spelled o ut this position at length in a 1939 book on The
Race of Rome. In order co demonstrate that I calians were of ancient Ary
an stock, che book reconstructed the prehistoric itinerary of the Nordic
Aclantean race after the fall of Atlantis. The glory of the Roman Empire
and its "heroic spirit" reflected a synthe is of Nordic and Mediterranean
racial groups, while the Jews represented "sub-human Ahrimanic forc
es." 40 The ame primordial truggle between Aryan and Jew continued
two thou and year later. A piritual conception of race was e semial
because a "non-Roman, non-Aryan, non-Italian" soul could be disguised
within an Italian body. 41 By re-establishing authentic values that are "anti
modern, anti-egalitarian, aristocratic," Fascism had achieved "a resurrec
tion of the spiritua l values of race.'' 42 Bue the ca k was not yet complete.
The only way to deal with an enemy as ini ter as the Jews was to "elimi
nate that which can do us harm." 43
Becau e of his blending of disparate ideological elements and his ex
traordinary productivity as an author of racist texts, Scaligero makes a
fitting case cudy in the concrete contours of Fascist spiritual racism.
Mas imo Scaligero (1906-1980) worked as a journalist for the Italian Na
val League in the 1930 and began writing for the Fa cist press at an early
age. In 1931 he hailed Fascism as the bearer of "that luminous spirituality

1 Julius Evola, "Razzismo totalitario, " R,1 'Segna Jcak1na (December 1938), 847-853.
The article ends by calling for an "Aryan front" againsr the "common enemy." For an
astute analysi ee Francesco Germinario, "Razzismo e spinta totalitaria: Aspetti del
dibattito fa cista sull'antisemitismo" in Sron'.1 de//,1 Shoah in Italia: Vicende, memorie,
roppre encaziom; ed. Marcello Flores (Turin: UTET, 2010), 257-280.
38 Juliu Evola, "Razza e Cultura," R.1 'Segn.1 ltaliana (January 1934), 11-16, quote on
13. ee also Evola, "Sulla vi ione aria del mondo," R,1ssegna ltaliana (Marc h 1939), 167175, and Evola, "Raz.zi mo nordico-ario," L1 D1fesa def/a R,1Zza (April 20, 1942), JO
I I.
39 Alberto Luchini, "Razza e Ancirazza," Gerorchia (May 1940), 201-204, quote on 202.
40 Ma simo Scalige ro, La Razza di Roma (Tivoli: Mancero, 1939), 209. [n
Anchroposophy, "Ahriman" is a demonic force a sociaced with materialism.
41
caligero, La Razza di Roma, 259.
• 2 Ibid., l 73.
0 Ibid., 203.
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which is the principal characteri tic of uperior civilizations."  He envi
sioned a "Fascist spirituality" in a front-page article in the new paper
R egime Fascista in Augu t 1938, ju t as the racial campaign took off. 45
After 1945 he inspired several neo-fa ci t group and became the fore
most Anthroposophi t in Italy. His latter-day admirers describe him as "a
contemporary Italian piritual ma ter who ha drunk deep from We tern
and Eastern tradition ."46
During the Fascist era, Scaligero' racial theories unequivocally re
jected the notion of any African or Semitic origin for the ancient Italian
peoples and their Mediterranean culture. Building on contemporary an
thropology as well a esoteric myths about Atlanti , he con tructed an
elaborate pseudo-history tracing truscans, Minoans, Phoenecians, and
others across long-lost civilizations, offering a cautionary tale against the
dangers of racial adrnixcure. 47
In a typical 1941 article entitled "Blood and Spirit," Scaligero charac
terized "our racism" as a more advanced "science" than imple biology.
Mere "mechanistic rationalism" was incapable of comprehending either
"the mystery of blood" or the "spirit of race." What was needed instead
was a "science of the spirit" to reveal the inexorable bond between spiritu
al and bodily purity: "racial consciousness can only be achieved through
conscious communion with the blood.'' 48 The Aryan race, he insi ted,
depended on "the absolute absence of Semitic contamination." 49 He
preached a "racist ethic" as "the only force that can oppose the enormous
decadence of modern civilization, presaged in ancient traditions which
speak of one unique race, of the 'mas ters of destiny' who alone will sur
vive the end of this cycle." 50
Jews, for Scaligero, were the very embodiment of spiritual decadence.
They never created any values of their own: "Every metaphysical and
cultural expression of the Hebrews is the result of usurpation." The only
< Massimo Scaligero, "Pericolo di un mito contemporaneo,» Cricica F.1sc1sta Quly 15,

1931), 268-269.
Massimo Scaligero, "La scuola della gerarchia," Regime Fascista (August 14, 1938), 1.
46 Anthroposophic Press Catalogue 2012, 53.
47 For context on rhese ideas see Massimo Tarantini, "Appunti sui rapporci tra
archeologia prei torica e fascismo" Origini 24 (2002), 7-66; Joshua Arthurs, "Empire,
Race, and the Decline of Romanita, 1936-1945," in Excav.ning Moderniryr: The Roman
Past in Fasci t lt:1/y (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012), 125-150; Antonino De
Francesco, "The lcalian Fa cisc Empire, Racial Policy and Etruscology," in The
Antiquity of che lt:1/ian Mwon: The Cultural Origins of ,1 Politic:11 Myth in Modern
Italy, 1796-1943 (Oxfo rd: Oxford Unive rsi.ty Pre , 2013), 181-215.
48 Massimo Scaligero, "Sangue e spirito," fa Difes;i de/la Razza (October 20, 1941), 1315.
49 Massimo Scaligero, "Omogeneica e continu ica della razza italiana," L1 D,fesa de/la
R,1zz:1 Gune 5, 1939), 38-40, quote on 38.
so Massimo Scaligero, "Fine di una civilra e nascira di una razza," La Vita lt.1/ian.1
Ganuary 1940), 32-39, quote on 39.
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thing the J ew have to show for themselves is "Semi tic barbarism." 51 The
presence of "Jewish characteristi cs," even only to a "faint degree," threat
ened th e "spiritual unity" of the Italian race. But with the proper method ,
"the Jew can be ea ily recognized and el iminated." 52 Toward this end, he
called for "an authent ic science of raci m" that wou ld go well beyo nd
existing measu res: "e ugenic alone i not sufficient for a to talitarian raci t
praxis." 53
As a major theorise of piritual raci m in Fasci t form, Scaligero con
tributed a series of co mpreh en ive treatment of the ubj ect to Prezios i's
journal in 1941 and 1942, arguin g for an integration of biological and
spiritual racism. In the mid t of rancorou conflict between competing
racist factions, Scaligero maintained that there wa no real opposition
between the two viewpoint . nly th e "ob olete dualism of spirit versu
matter," whi ch wa "a fundamental cha racteri tic of the Jewish race,"
could hinder the reconciliation between biological and piritual compo
nents of Fascist racial policy into a "complete raci t synthesis." 54 Rather
than a piecemeal approach, caligero proposed an "integral racism" bring
ing together political, eugenic, and cosmic factor . He presented this task
not simply as a biological necessity but as a noble "spiritual mission." 55
For Scaligero as for other spiritual raci ts, the goal of this total racism was
nothing less than "the eJjmination of the Jewish virus." 56
The lan guage of spiritual racism grew more strident as the war went
on. According to Preziosi and his companions, "Jewry wanted this war." 57
The Allied countries were "completely Judaized," and the war was a "ven
detta" by "international Jewry" against Germany and Italy, who were
defending themselves again t the "Jewish-Ma onic-capitalist plot." 58 The
eternal adversary of the "race of Rome" was the "race of Israel." Nazi
Massimo Scaligero, "Yalori mediterranei della razza" La Vita ftaE1na (M arch 1939),
307-313, quotes o n 3 11.
12 Massim o Scaligero, "La decaden za spirituale del giudai mo," Regime F,1sc1st,1
(September 18, 1938), 5; Scaligero, "La razza italiana e la guerra," L1 Difesa de/la Razz,1
(May 5, 1941 ), 16-19.
SJ Mass imo Scaligero, "Coscienza del sa ngue," L1 D,fesa de/la R.1zza (Au gust 20, 1942),
4-6, qu res on 4.
5 ~ Ma simo Scaligero, "Razzi mo spirituale e razzismo biologico," L1 Vita ftah:1na (July
1941 ), 36-41 , quotes on 36-37. The anicle cites both Evola an d Steiner.
51 Mas imo caliger , "Per un razzismo inregrale," La ½'ta ftaliana (May 1942), 428434, quote o n 431. ee al o caligero, "Limiti alla comprensione del problema ra zzista,"
L1 ½'ta lraliana (September 1941 ), 255-263.
16 Ma imo
caligcro, "Ver o un supernaz ionalismo razziale," L1 D,fesa de/la R,1zz,1
Uuly 20, 1941 ), 6-9, quote on 8.
57 Giovanni Prczio i, " II giud ai mo ha vo luto questa guerra," in Gli ebrei hanno voluto
la Guerra, ed. Luchini, 35-45; caligero and Evola also contributed chapters to th e
pamphlet. cc also Giovanni Preziosi, Come ,J giuda,smo ha preparnto la g uerra
(Rome: Tumminelli, 1940).
58 Giulio de' Ross i dell'Arno, L 'ebra1smo contro /'Europa (Rome: Maglio ne, 1940),
quote on 34, 70, 130.
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Germany and Fasci t Italy were waging "a war again t plutocracy, a war
against Jewry, a war again t Bolshevism," and the only way to win thi war
was throu gh "a definitive eliminatory counter-attack." 59 A late as July
1944, piritual racist were still acclaiming azi and Fa ci t military forces,
flatly rejec ting "enemy propaganda" about "concentration camps. "60 The
Ax.is powers represented "a new race of th e pirit," and their triumph was
assured "under the sign of the Fa ces and the Swastika." D epicting the
war in apocalyptic terms, Scaligero declared that "the victory of the totali
tarian principle of Fascism and ational Sociali m throu gh force of arm
reveals to the world something that goes beyond the meaning of immedi
ate events." It was a matter of destiny: "The collapse of the old Europe in
a crash of iron and fire" would bring "the advent of a Romano-Germanic
pirituality that can truly restore to mankind the vision of the sacred and
the ete rnal. " 61
Spiritual racism was not mere rhetoric. The group around Prezio i
and Evola established important institutional foo tholds from which to
broadcast their doctrines, and several of these had notable influence at
least for a time. For roughly a year, during the crucial period of 1941 /42,
esoteric spiritual racism was the predominant tendency within the Fascist
camp. In May 1941 Luchini was named head of the "Race Office" in the
Ministry of Popular Culture. 62 This appointment provided a critical open
ing for the spiritual racist current. By mid-1941, Mussolini himself "be
came a convert to Julius Evola's spiritual Nordicism." 63 The Duce had
read Evola's recent tome on racial doctrine and embraced it as the proper
course for Fascist policy. Sensing an oppo rtunity, Evola pressed for a
more coordinated racist campaign, while Preziosi called for a definitive
"solution to the Jewish problem."64
One of Luchini's responsibilitie at the Race Office was overseeing
the network of newly establi hed "Centers for the Study of the Jewish
Alberto Luchini, "Difesa e durata della razza fa cista," in Nuova civilri1 per la nuova
Europ,t, ed. Edgardo Sulis (Rome: Unione Editoriale d' Iralia, 1942), 119-1 44, quotes on
143.
60 Aniceto del Massa, "Rinasce un esercito," L'Ora Quly 30, 1944), 4-7.
6 1 Massimo Scalige ro, "Funzione occidemale della nuova civiltii romano-germanica," La
Vira I mliana (February 1941), I 52-157, quotes on 153 and 157.
62 See the I931-1943 materials on Luchini in AC
PD/CO b. 2411 f. 551694.
63 Gillette, Racial Theorie in F,1 ci c Italy, 146. See Julius Evola, Sinresi di dounna
della r,1ZZ:1 (Milan: H oepli, 1941 ), and its German translation: Evola, Grundri se der
faschistischen & ssenlebre (Berlin: Runge, 1943), as well as Evola, Indiriz zi per una
educazione razziale (Naples: Conte, 1941 ); Evola, "L, razza come problema spirituale,"
Regime Fascista (O ctober 25, 1938), 5; Evola, "Andare avanti sul fronte razz is ta," La
D1fesa del!.1 Razza (February 20, 1941 ), 18-20; Evola, "Sul problema della 'razza dello
spirito 't L1 Vita ftalhna (February 1942), 153-159.
6' Julius Evola, "Perun 'Ufficio Razza' de l Parti to " La Vita l taliana _
(March 1942), 279284; Giovanni Prezio i, "Per la soluzione del problema ebraico," La Vita Iraliana
(September 1942), 221-224.
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Problem" in cities across Italy. 6' The bulletin of che Centers, fl problema
ebraico, was publi hed monthly from April 1942 to June 1943. Ics edit0r
was Aniceto del Ma sa, who u edit page co full effect, urging Fascists to
"eliminate the Jewish spirit."66 The " truggle again t J ewry," he decreed,
must aim for "the unrelenting destruction of the enemy." 67 Ett0re Mar
tinoli assisted Luchini and del Mas a a head of the Center for the Study
of the J ewi h Problem in the city of Trieste, where he worked closely with
the German con ulace and the SS delegation. Marcinoli, a native of Trieste,
portrayed the city a a tronghold of the' internationa l Jewi h conspiracy"
and its "age-old plan for global conquest and dominacion." 68 Hi collabo
ration with the azis bore fruit in lace 1943, when German forces occu
pied northern Italy. Trieste was one of the fir t citie co be declared "free
of Jews." 69
Italian piritual raci t ought cooperation with their German coun
terpart all along. This wa not an ea y task in light of keptical az1 am
rudes coward Fa ci t raci m. 70 Moreover, prominent azi racial thinker
like Alfred Ro enberg and Han Gunther "harbored pronounced antipa
thies against the Italian ." 71 This animo ity led to the fai lure of several
projected venture , uch a a planned German tran lation of Preziosi's
book How Jewry arranged rhe W:.1r in 1940, abandoned due tO opposition

On the Cencri per lo Studio de/ Problem.~ Ebraico ee Mauro Raspami, "Le correnti
de! razzismo fascista," in Anr1:rcmitismo in Europa negli anni Trenca, ed. Anna Capelli
and Renata Broggini (Milan: FrancoAngeli, 2001), 238-251 ; Michele Sarfatti, The Je ws
in Mussolini's Italy: From Equality t0 Persecution (Madison : Unjver ity of Wi consin
Press, 2006), 126-127; Marie-Anne Matard-Bonucci, L 'lralie fasciste ec la persecution
des juifs (Paris: Perrin, 2007), 384-386.
66 Del Massa, R,uzismo Ebraismo, 11 .
67 Ibid., 59.
68 Ettore Maninoli, "L'imporcanza di Trieste per l'ebraismo imernazionale," L1 Porca
Orienrnle Gune 1942), 106-110. For more detailed background see Peter Staudenmaier,
"Preparation for Genocide: The ' enter for the Study of the Jewish Problem' in
Trieste, Italy, 1942-1944," Holocausr and Genocide Studies 31 (2017), 1-23.
69 Silva Bon, Gli ebrei a Trieste 1930-1945: Jdenrita, persecuzione, risposce (Udine:
Goriziana, 2000), 328. See al o Michael Wedekind, Nw'onalsozialiscische Besaczungs
und Annex1'on policil. in Nordicalien 1943 bi 1945 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 2003), 358386; Rene Moehrle, judenverfolgung in Triesc wahrend Faschismus und
Narional. ozialismus 1922-1945 (Berl in : Metropol, 2014), 276-281, 428-430.
70 See the detailed negative assessment of Evola's Grundrisse der faschiscischen
Rassenlehre by Werner Huttig of the Ra senpolitisches Amt der NSDAP from
September 1942 in Politisches Archiv des Auswartigen Amtes, Berlin (he reafter PA),
Inland I Parrei, R 99164, 124-127. According tO Huttig Evola's conception of race
"umfa st ein Gemisch aller moglichen unklaren philo ophischen Gedankengange, die
teils au der indo-arischen Dberlieferung, teils aus deren modernen Zerrbildern, wie
eso terische und anrhroposophische Lehren hergeleitet we rden."
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from Rosenberg. 72 Many of Evola's works, on the other hand, were pub
lished in German, and he gave speaking tour in Nazi Germany, often
enjoying a warm reception. Luchini took part in anti- emitic co ngre es
in Germany in 1937 and 1938, while Ludwig Ferdinand Clauss embarked
on an Italian tour in spring 194 l peaking on race in Rome, Florence, and
Turin. 73 Preziosi and Evola found a promi in g ally in azi ideologue Jo
hann von Leers (1902-1965), a fervent anti-Semite with pirirual inclina
tions. Leers served as an "apologist for the Holocau t. " 74 He promoted
Preziosi's works in Germany lauding the Fa ci r writer in eptember
1943 as che most rel iable Italian proponent of a "radical. anti-Jewi h
standpoint." 75
From the per pective of Fa ci c- azi partner hip, spiritual racism of
fered several advantages. One of its important functions was co conjoin
"Aryan" and "Roman" racial di cou rse ; this was the thrust of much of
Scaligero's work, for example. It combined an "Aryan race" and an "Ital
ian race" or a "Roman race" into one suitable concept. This al o allowed
spiritual racists co get around the irksome problem that th e biological
makeup of the Italian popu lation was obviously mixed. By attending to
the presumed characteristics of its sou l and spirit, a coherent profile of
the Italian race could be established. In del Massa's words, this made it
possible to "form a precise racial typology, one that is un mistakably Ital
ian, with an Aryan-Roman character." 76 Nazi racial thinkers were not
always convinced by such claims.
Due in part to tensions like these, Evola's central initiative for larger
scale co-operation between Italian and German racial theorists did not
come to fruition . In September 1941 Mussolini authorized Evola to estab
lish a bilingual German-Italian journal to be titled Blood and Spirit. The
plans were ambitious. They hoped to publish monthly at 40 page an issue,
with financial support from the Fascis t party, while German sponsoring
organizations were upposed to purchase 7000 copie of each i ue. 77 The
School of My tical Fasci m would ho t regular joint meetings of the Ital
ian and German staff. Evola was to edit the Italian segment, and he pro-

n Andrea Hoffend, Zwi chen Kultur-Ach e und Kulcurkampf Die Beziehungen
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po ed Leers as his German co-edicor. 7R Lee rs did not have the upporc of
everal of the Nazi agencies involved in the project, wh cou ld not agree
on an editor. Ideo logical difference played a role a we ll. Alfred Baeumler,
a hi gh official on Ro enbe rg's staff, expre ed fundamental reserva tion
about Evola's cheorie . But the head of the Nazi party' · Office for Racial
Policy endorsed the planned journal de pite the e co ncern s.79
As Evola presented it, "protection of bio logical purity" was a basic
premise for the project, combined with the recognition chat an exclu ively
biological approach was coo limited. Even tho e with 'Aryan" phys.ical
traits might be Jewish on ch e in ide. Thi mu t be ave rted at ail cost :
"The influence of Jewry on every ocher race i a.lway corro ive and pol
luting." 0 That is what mandated the es ential importance of both blood
and spirit. Designated coll aborato rs on the proposed journal included
Prezio i, Luchini, Pavese, de! Massa, and Scaligero, leading poke men for
spiritual raci m. 81 By May 1942, however, the project had been abandoned.
German diplomatic source reported chat a tactical alliance between
Catholic conservatives and strictly biological racist blocked the journal's
appearance. 81 Fascist who disapproved of spiritual racism and it e oteric
orientation complained to Mu solini that "occulciscs" were discrediting
the racial cau e. SJ Thus the joint German-Italian undertaking remained
unfulfilled, and Blood and Spirit wa never p ublished. The setback,
though significant, wa temporary.
In July 1943 Mu solini was depo ed, and ix weeks later the interim
regime which replaced him signed an armis tice with the Allies. German
troops th en occupied the northern half of Ita ly and escabli bed a new
hardline Fascist scate with Mu oli ni as its nominal head. This diminished
regime wa called the Italian Social Republic or RSI, also known as the
Republic of Sa.lo. W hile ochers witc hed side , the spiritual racists contin
ued their allegiance to Fascism in ics reduced and radicalized form, supEvola to Walter Gross, head of the Ra senpoliti ches Amt der SDAP, February 23,
1942, PA R99164, 87.
79 "Deut ch-italienische Zusammenarbeit auf rassepolitischem Gebiet," January 1942,
PA R99164, 45-48.
80 "ltalien i che Stell ungnahme zur R.assenfrage fiir die deutsch-ira lienische Zeirschrift
'Blut und Ge i r'," PA R99164, 71-80.
81 "Richtlinien
fiir die italienische n Mirarbcire r der zu grilndenden deutsch
iralienischen Zeitschrifr ' Blur und Geist'," PA R99164, 70.
82 D eutsche Botschaft Rom, Betriffr: Zeirschriftenprojekt Evola, May 15, 1942, PA
R99164, 104.
83 Gillette, Racial Theorie in Fascist Italy, I 73; Raspanci, "Le correnti de! razzismo
fascista," 243. For Fascist critiques of esoteric spiritual racism ee Aldo Capasso,
"Nazione ernia razza e l'antirazzi mo mascheraro" Augustea Quly 1942), 409-416; Ugo
Grimaldi, "Ai margini di una polemica ulla validita di un esorerismo razzisra/ Civi!ta
Fa ci ra (Augu t 1942), 647-652; Guido Landra "Razzismo biologico e scientismo: Per
la scienza e comro i melanconici a sertori di un nebuloso spiritualismo, » La D1fesa deJ/a
&zza ( ovember 5, 1942), 9- 11.
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porting the RSI until it final destruction in 1945. This period has ome
times proven difficult co comprehend for scholar and the public al ike.
Much of the previous literature on the subject "hardly left room for che
exi tence of any Italian who wholeheartedly co-operated with the az i
occupier in the persecution of Jew ." 84 Among those who cooperated
most eagerly were the spiritual raci ts. In March 1944 the R I created a
"General Inspectorate for Race," with Preziosi appointed co lead it. Mar
tinoli was named Chief of che Divi ion of Pre and Propaganda. Rs
Under the leadership of Preziosi and Martinoli, the "Center for the
Study of the Jewish Problem" were re-named the "Center for Race," with
a mandate to ave Italy by "preserving the race from contamination." 6 It
seemed as if Evola and his circle had finally achieved their aim of "provid
ing a truly Aryan and Roman direction for racism." 87 In Martinoli's for
mulation: "The defense of the race aims to immunize the people against
biological pollution of their blood" through "cross-breeding with Jew ."
This required "separation of people of Aryan race from non-Aryan racial
elements." 88 Preziosi expre sed their mission in starker terms, demanding
nothing less than "the total elimination of the Jews." 89
This uncompromising seance met with approval from their German
partners. Martinoli's Nazi liaison praised him as a "zealous anti-Semite"
who had contributed substantially to the "struggle against Jewry." 90 T he
German consul in Trieste extolled Martinoli's efforts in pushing Fascist
authorities to impose "harsher controls over the Jews." 91 The German
ambassador co Italy described Preziosi as "the driving force behind the
Srdano Luconi, "Recent Trends in the Study of Italian Antisemiti m Under the
Fascist Regime," Pauern ofPrejudice 38 (2004), 1-17, quote on 14.
85 "Elenco dei funzionari e del personale dell'Ispettorato Generale per la Razza,"
August 13, 1944, ACS RSI PCM b. 4 f. 3096. For an incisive analysis see L7 Repubblica
sociale italiana a D esenz,wo: Giov,wni Prezio i e /'lspettoraro ge11erale per la razza, ed.
Michele Sarfatti (Florence: Giunrina, 2008). Other piritua1 raci ts, such as Roberco
Pavese, also worked For the General Inspeccorate for Race.
86 Ispettoraco Generale per la Razza, Cemt:i ltaliani per la Razza: Ordin.w1ento de/le
auivitii (Bergamo: Cattaneo, 1944), 4. Marrinoli was the principal author of chi text, a
handbook for the "Center for Race."
87 Julius Evola, "Razza ed 'ascesi ," Rassegna Imlian,1 (April 1942), 164-169, quote on
169.
" Cenm· Italianiper la Razu, 7, 10. This separation would a11ow Fascism t0 "rebuild
the values of the Italian race, values which are not ju t biological but above all
spiritual."
" January 31, 1944 memorandum from Prezio i tO Mussolini, ACS RSI SPD/CR b. 24
f. 166, 268-81.
'JO Hans Maier, "Vorwort," February 18, 1944, tO Ettore Marrinoli, "Die gegenwiirtige
Tatigkeit des Judencums, der Freimaurerei sowie de Bolschewismus in Italien," BA
NS8/ 262, 94. Maier wa head of the Einsatzstab Reichslei.ter Rosenberg,
Sonderkommando Italien.
91 Deutsches Generalkon ulat Triest an das Auswartige Amt Berlin,
ovember 23,
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Fascist regime's sanct ions against the Jew ." 92 For the German foreign
ministry, the rise in influence of vola and Preziosi, " th e Italian pioneers
of racial thinking and of the anti-Jewis h movement," repre ented an op
portunity t urge their Fa ·ci t ally coward "a more active policy against
Jew _,, 93
Both before and after the on et of the German occupation, what pi r
itual racists highlighted above all wa the threat of coven J ewi h machina
tions, of a "Jewish spirit" masked by a familiar Italian exterior. Thi threat
came in everal form . One was the prevalence of mixed marria e and
their 'mixed race" offspring, a particular preoccupation for the Centers
for Study of the Jewish Problem. Another wa the con cant po ibility
chat individual who were phy ically "Aryan" could nonetheless be pawns
of the Jews. By "acti ng as instruments of Jewry," in Scaligero's words,
they were " piritual enemie of the Aryan ideal." 94 Then there was the
ever-pre em danger of subvcr ion from within, through Jewish-Masonic
operatives lurking in Fa ci t ranks. Martinoli ubmitted alarmed report
alerting the Fasci t leader hip to the "group of J ews, plutocrats, and spies"
inside che party apparatus, part of the "internal front" of Jewish influence
within the Fa ci t camp itself. 95
According to Martinoli and Prezio i, the highe t level of the Fascist
party had been infiltrated by "agents carrying out Judeo-Masonic or
ders."96 Durin g che German occupation, Marcinoli warned that even those
closest to Mu olini were secretly in league wich the Jewish conspiracy.
Despite che race laws, Jews were still able co "maintain their dominance in
finance, industry, and politics." 97 The obse ion with internal threats,
either through racial mi xtu re or imagined Jewi h plots within the organs
of the Fascist regime, was a ignature theme of Italian spiritual racism.
Deutsche Botschaft Rom an das Auswartige Amt Berlin, February IS, 1943 PA
Rom-Quirinal Geheimakten, vol. 125: E2579 17.
93 "Zur italienischen Judenfrage," January 13, 1942, PA R99164, 54.
94 Massimo Scaligero, "Fronce unico ario," L1 D1fesa def/a Razza (February 20, 1941),
21-24, quote on 23 .
95 "Propaganda nemica - ebraismo - fronte intcrno," November 1942 report from the
T rieste Center for the Study of the Jewish Problem, ACS RSI SPD/CR b. 24 f. 166,
268-81. At times the app rehensions about suppo ed Jewish spie and about individuals
of "mixed race" converged; ee e.g. the six-page December 1942 document from the
Trie re Center tided "Possibilira di spio naggi o per l'ebrais mo in Italia" (forwarded by
the German on ul under the heading "Der verhangnisvolle Einfluss ji.idischer
Mi chlinge"), PA Rom-Quirinal Geheimakten, vol. 124: E257766, which begins:
"Esiste in Italia con ramificazione aU'es rero una vastissima e fitrisima rete di
collegamenti ebrajei estesa a tutti i rami. dell'attivita nazionale." The document
denounces "meticci" or those of "mixed race" as "la testa di ponce dell'ebraismo" in
Italy.
96 "Posizione odierna dell'elemento ebraico a Trieste" PA Rom-Quirinal Geheimakcen,
vol. 124: £257704.
97 Martinoli, "Die gegenwarrige Tatigkeit des Judentums, der Freimaurerei sowie des
Bolschewisrnus i.n Italien," ovember 1943, BA NS8/262, 97.
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These menacing forces represented, at bottom, a threat co the purity of
the lofty Fascist mission to revitali ze civili zat ion and in till true piritual
ideals.
Fanatical anti-Semitism was central to the worldview of piritual rac
ism. But it was merely the core of a much more grandio e a piration. The
true objective was to defeat "decadence and mediocrity" and bring a halt
to "the degradation of Western civilization." 98 It was the ta k of Fascism
to combat "every form of decadence i.n the modern world." 99 Indeed mo
dernity itself must finally be overturned. In a triking pa age publi hed in
Preziosi's journal just as the war began, Scaligero wrote:
In all of this, anti-Semitism represent on ly a ingle chapter. Once ir has
been liquidated through the elimina ti on of the Judaic virus and the bio
logical re-integration of Aryan ethnic va lues, the campaign will assume
much broader proportions in which even grea ter force will be at stake.
Then we will have achieved the condirions for engaging in a deci ive
battle against the profane, egalita rian, leveling, and anti- piritual powers,
against the promiscuity of value , against satanic materiali m, against
the abuses of bourgeois modernity, against the hedonistic and orgiastic
modern world. 100

The elimination of the Jews, from chis point of view, was a necessary step
toward liberating the world from the clutches of modern life and its de
formation of spiritual ideals.
The neglected hi tory of spiritual racism in Fascist Italy reveals sev
eral significant transnational dimen ions and underscore the global reach
of anti-Semitic thought in the first half of the twentieth cent ury. The
most obvious instance is the cooperation between Italian and German
racial theorists, which sometimes took a decidedly practical form. Evola's
collaboration with the SS is the best-known example, but his admiration
for Nazi elitism was shared by ocher piricual racists enamored of the
wasti.ka as an ancient olar symbol. 101 In some cases Nazi officials par
ticularly appreciated Italian piritual racism a a contribution to Aryan

Giulio Evola, "Sulle origini remote della crisi italiana ed europea," Dorrrin:i F.1sci ta
Ganuary 1941 ), 9-17, quote on l l. Evola identifies "the Semitic component" as the
primary carrier of chi decadence and degradation. See also Evola, " ulla genesi
dell'ebraismo come forza distrumice," L1 Vita Icaliana 0uly 1941 ), 25-35 .
99 Scaligero, "la scuola della gerarchia," Reg1n1e Fa cista (August 14, 1938), 1.
100 Massimo Scaligero, "Compito eroico dello
pirico nell'azion e razzista," L1 Vita
lt:ili:ma (September 1939), 327-333, quote on 327. According to Scaligero, this
demonstrates "the universaJ validity of the racist idea." For a full-fledged version of the
anti-modern ~rgument ee Julius Evola, Rivolta conrro 11 mondo modemo (Milan:
Hoepli, l 934), and Evola, Erhebung wider die moderne Welt (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Verlags-Anstalt, 1935).
10 1 Compare Julius ·vola, "Le SS., gu:irdi:1 e ord1ne della rivoluzione crociuncinata," L1
Vim lt:iliana (August 1938), 164-173, and Massimo Scaligero, "Un simbolo perenne
della razza solare: la croce uncinata.," Augusrea (Oc tober l, 1941 ), 8-9.
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principle . Oriemali c Walther Wusc president of the
Ahnenerbe, gave
his approval: "Evola's more piritual and le s biological raci sm came
across to W u t as useful in uppon ing hi endeavor of anchoring the doc
trines of the S in the hi story of the Aryan tradition." 101 There was even
an e oteric cu rrent wit hin the Italian legion of the Waffen-S , represented
by figures such as Pio Fil ippani Ronconi an d Carlo Federico degli Oddi,
with an emphasis on Anthropo ophical precept . 10 A a mixture of Ch ri tian, pagan, and esoteric motifs, piricual raci m offered con iderable
common gro und for er s -bo rder alli ance .
Perhap mo re telling than the moment of German- Italian coopera
tion were the recurrent reference to Eastern teachings . Thi face t of Fas
cist piricual raci m, derived in part from it Theo ophical predece or ,
invo lved a high degree of imagined continuity ba ed on di toned percep
tions of suppo edly ancient Ea tern creed . It reflected a powe rful ten
dency in Western esoteric thought toward cas ual appropriation of Indian
themes detached from their contexts. Thi proce frequently depended
not on scrupulou study of Asian source but on a "romanticizing of the
exotic ocher." 104 Whether appealing to India, Egypt Per ia, or some other
locale in these enduring We tern image of che my tical East, Italian pir
itual raci ts unwittingly continued "the nineteenth-centu ry co nfluence of
Orientalism and occultism" by cu ltiva ting cherished notions of a perenni
al wisdom "hidden in the imagined landscapes of the Orient." 105 Such
102 H o rst J unginger, "From Buddha to Adolf Hitler: Walther Wu t and the Aryan
Tradition," in The Swdy olReligion under the Impact olFa cism, ed. Horst Junginger
(Leiden: Brill, 2008), 107-177, quote on [35.
iol For a problematic but informative t reatment of thi s evidence see Nicola Guerra, "I
volomari itali ani nelle Waffen- S: II pens iero politico la formazione cultu rale e le
motivazioni al volontariato" (Doctoral the i , University of Tu rku, 2012), 86-90, 150161; for an unabashedly nostalgic autobiographical account see Pio Filippani Ro nconi,
"La 29a Divisio ne Grana tieri S,' Volonr,1ri (October 2005), 44-53 . for context cf.
R icciotti Lazzcro, Le 5.5 it,1kme (Milan: Rizzoli, 1982). Preziosi authored the lead
article in the inaugural i sue of A vangwu-dia, the publication of the Italian SS legion: G.
Preziosi, " Perche?" A vanguardia (March 18, I 944), 1-2.
' 0 ' Kennet Granh o lm, "Locating t he West: Problematizing the Western in Western
Esotericism and O ccu lci m," in Occultism in a Glob;r/ Perspeccive, ed. Henrik Bogdan
and Gordan Djurdjcvic (Durham: Acumen, 2013), I 7-36, quote on 23.
ios Christopher Partridge, "Oriemalism and the Occult," in The Occult World, ed.
Ch ristopher Partridge (New York: Routledge, 2015), 611 -625, quote on 612. For more
detailed di cus. ion see J o rg Wichmann, "Da theo ophische Men chenbild und seine
indischen Wurzeln" Zeicschnfc liir Re/igio11s- und Gei te geschichte 35 (1983), 12-33;
Robert Morkot, "Esoteric Knowledge and Oriental My tery: The Lure of Egypt," in
The Egyp[J;1ns: An fntroduccio11 (London: Routledge, 2005) 51-69; Chri tine
Maillard, "£-. oriente luA: Zur funktion Indiens in der Konstruktion der
abendlandi che n e oterischen Tradition im 19. und 20. Jahrhunderc," in Construcdng
Trodicion: Means ,1nd Myths of Transmission in Western Esotericism, ed Andrea
Kilcher (Leiden: Brill, 2010), 395-412; Gordan D jurdjevic, Jndi:1 and the Occult: The
ew Yo rk:
lnlluence of South A ian Spiritualicy on Modem Western Occultism
Pal grave Macmillan, 2014).
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constructs played a constitutive part in Italian ver ion of the Aryan myth,
as well a in influential forms of Nazi racial theory. 106
In this and other respect , Italian intellectual promoting piricual
racism were not unique, as arcane as their ideas may seem. Denunciations
of "Jewish-Masonic plutocracy" also featured occasionally in Catholic
discourse during the Fascist era, and many others beyond Italy traded on
fears of a "Jewish spirit." 107 Nor were their di quisition confined to the
pages of seldom read periodical removed from the vox populi. Recent
re earch drawing on police report and private letter from 1940 to 1942
reveals a range of myths among ordinary Italians about a "plutocratic
late as the
Judea-Masonic conspiracy again t the Axis councries.'' 108
summer of 1944, with the war closing in, the spiritual racism promoted by

Preziosi and Evola had a noticeable impact on cadet at the RSI police
academy. In essay. written for a required cour. e on race, the e young
Fascists in training pondered Masonic-Jewish plots and the "occult forces "
behind the baleful Jewish penl IO'.l Findings like the e are a sobering re
minder not to underestimate the role of intellectuals in shaping public
opinion and policy, an especially acute con ideration in the hi tory of
anti-Semitism. They also indicate why it is important to understand spir
itual racism not merely as an abstruse ideology but as a dynamic force in
catalyzing increasingly severe measures against the wholly illusory Jewish
threat.
For all their esoteric eccentricity, the principles e paused by the group
around Evola and Preziosi carried deadly implications. To be sure, the
claims of the spiritual racist were often sheer fantasy; aside from far
fetched anxieties about a Masonic conspiracy, the notion of a grave danger
emanating from Italy's Jews - a community of 40,000 in a country of 40
106 See Roberto Pinotti, "Conrinenti perduti ed esoterismo: prospettive tradizionali
oltre iJ mito,n in I concinenciperduti (M ilan: Mondadori, 1995), 306-356, and Lucia
Staiano-Daniels, "The Melancholy of the Th inking Racist: India and the Ambiguities of
Race in the Work of Hans F. K. Gunther," in Transculrural Encounters between
Germany and lnd,:1: Kindred Spirits in rhe M'neceenth and Twenrieth Centuries, ed.
Joanne Miyang Cho, Eric Kurlander, and Douglas McGetchin (New York: Routledge,
2014), 170-185.
107 Dav.id Kerczer, The Pope and Mussohi1i (New York: Random House, 2014), 89;
Ulrike Ehret, "Antisemitism and the 'Jewish Question' in the Political World view of
the Catholic Right," in The German Right in the Weimar Republic, ed. Larry Jone
(New York: Berghahn, 2014), 220-243 .
108 Valeria Galirm; "The 'New Racist Man: Italian Society and the Fascist Anti-Jewish
Laws," in In the ocit:cy of Fasdrts: Acclamacion, Acquiescence, and Agency
Mussoh'ni's Italy, ed. Giulia Albanese and Roberta Pergher (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2012), 149-168, quote on 161. See also Alessandro Visani, "ltalian
Reactions to the Racial Laws of 1938 a Seen Through the Classified Files of the
Ministry of Popular Culture," journ.11 ofModern Italian Swdies 11 (2006), 171-187.
109 Luigi Ganapini, "I persecutori itaJiani," in Srori.1 deUa Sho.~h in Italia, ed. Flores,
455-476, quotes on 466-467. Much of Ganapini's chapter focuses on Preziosi as a
proponent of "rigorous racial purification." (456)
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million - betrays the paranoid basis of anti-Se miti c beliefs. It is nonethe
less imperative to look at the e belief clo ely, examine th eir idea thor
oughly, and read their text carefully. Though it .i tempting to dismiss
them a too crude to merit intensive cruti ny, too obscure tO reward clo e
reading, merely the in con equent ial fulmination of third-rate thinker ,
this respon e fundamentally mi under rand the hi torical sign ificance of
spiritual raci m. It ideological profu ion were undoubtedly figments of
the fertile anti-Semi tic imagi nat io n, but they were not therefore negligible.
Influential previou interpretat ion have bad ly undere tim ated the phe
nomenon, downplaying or denying its intransigent and violen t charac
ter: 10 Taking pi ritual racism eriously means confronting it co re tenet ,
no matter how absurd or repellent they may be. The impact of these idea
wa profound. Prezio i, Evola, calige ro Martinoli, de l Ma a and Luchini
set the stage for the annihila tion of tho u and of Italian J ew . Like other
Fascists, they "helped to create the co ndition s in which the Holocau t
became po ible." 111
ear the end of hi life, Primo Levi (1919- 1987) reflected that the
enormity of the Holocaust wa made pos ible by the convergence of mul
tiple cause , "eac h of them indi pensable but insufficient if taken sin
gly."112 The pirirual form of anti- emitism that arose in Fasci t Italy was
just one component in this complex and painful hi tory. Since intern a
tional cholar hip has yet to catch up with innovative Italian re earch and
re-interpretation, obsolete frameworks co ntinue to operate when the
Holocaust in Italy i di cussed in non-Italian contexts. 113 Just as im 
portant is the relevance of Fascist spiritual racism for the study of anti
Semitism in transnational context . This "totalitarian racism," predicated
on the abso lu te eradication of J ewishnes , can be seen a the culmination
of tendencies bui lt into European anti-Semiti sm since the nineteenth
century, even as it borrowed freely from Asian traditions and proudly
110 See e.g. A. Jam e Grego r The Jdeo/offy of Fascism (N ew York: F ree Press, 1969),
241 -282; Renzo De Felice, The J ews in hscist /t;i/y: A History (New York: Enigma,
2001), vii-viii, 378-379. Forceful challenges to these exculpatory interpretation have
been raised in perceptive studie of Italian spiritual racism, including Francesco
Cassata, "'Guerra all'ebreo': L1 strategia razzi ta di Giovanni Preziosi e Julius Evola
( 1937-1943)," in L.1 Repubblica soc1:1Je iraA1na a D esenzano, ed. Sarfatti, 45-75; Mauro
Raspanti, " L'I pettorato genera le per la razza," in ibid., 109-139; Angelo Ventura, "La
volta ancicbraica nclla toria del fascismo italiano," in Ancisemiti mo in Europa negli
anni Trenta, ed. Capelli and Broggini, 212-23 7; Michele Lore, Antisemicismo e
razzismo ne La difes,1 de/la R,1zz,1, / 938-/943 (Soveria Man nelli: Rubbettino, 2008),
185-1 97; Francesco Ge rminario, Fascismo e anti emicismo: Progetto razziale e
ideologia coralicaria (Rome: Laterza, 2009), 77-110.
111 Meir Michaeli , Mu solini .wd the Jew.: German-ft.1/ian Rel,1cions and rhe J ewish
Quesu'on in Italy 1922- 1945 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1978), 414.
112 Primo Levi, The Drowned and rhe Saved ( ew York: Vintage, 1989), 87.
in Ilaria Pavan, "Gli torici e la hoah in Italia,» in Storia de/la Shoah in I cah:1, ed.
Flores, 135-164.
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displayed its Eastern inspiration. Spiritual racism was an emblematic in
stance of cross-over between East and West, between spirituality and
science, between the sacred and the profane, between the elevated realm
of ideas and their tragic implementation. Its bitter history is testimony to
the role of imeUeccuals in cultivating anti-Semitic convictions and their
fatal consequences.
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